INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
For the convenience of the reader, we review some of the general facts w x on associative pairs from 1 to make our exposition self-contained. Ž q y . Let A s A , A be a pair of modules over a commutative unital ring K and Ž q y . ² y :
An element e , e g A is said to be an idempotent if e e e s e Ä 4 ² y : for all g q, y . Two idempotents e and f are orthogonal if e f f ² y : Ä 4 s f f e s 0 for all g q, y .
Ž . An element x g A is said to be¨on Neumann regular if there exists y y ² y : Ž y g A such that x s x y x . The pair A is called¨on Neu-. Ä 4 mann regular if every element of A is regular for all g q, y . It is² q y q : easy to check that if x is a regular element of A with x s x y x , Ž q ² y q y :. then the element x , y x y is an idempotent, and something similar happens to every regular element of A y . This work was intended as an attempt to extend the concept of idempow x tent-lifting rings and some of the results described by Nicholson in 3 in the context of associative pairs. Taking into account that one-sided ideals of an associative pair are defined as a two set, which are not related by the Ž q y . Ž . triple products in A , A , the choice of lifting von Neumann regular elements one by one in A q and A y seems to be the best for our purpose. But we obtain, in the course of our work, the equivalence between lifting Ž . R [ R is a unital associative K-algebra endowed with the product 21 22 " , which is a K-algebra not necessarily with unit and an ideal of U U .
A A
In Sections 3 and 4 we are interested in knowing if the property of lifting Ž . idempotents modulo every left right ideal of A can be transferred to some rings and pairs related to A, for instance, its standard embedding or the factor pairs of A. Ž q y . For an associative pair A s A , A , we can define the concept of Ž q y . Jacobson radical of A in the following way. An element x , x g Ž q y . x g A the element x , x is quasi-invertible. Finally, Rad A coincides with the set of all properly quasi-invertible elements of A , for all Ä 4 g q, y . Another well-known fact is that Rad A does not contain nonzero regular elements. w x In 2 we studied semiperfect pairs, that is, those in which idempotents lift modulo Rad A as well as ArRad A are artinian, and it was shown that every artinian pair is semiperfect. In this class of pairs, Rad A is the largest ideal of A which contains no nonzero idempotents. In Section 4, we show that every semiperfect pair and hence every artinian pair is idempotentlifting. Furthermore, in an idempotent-lifting pair A, the Jacobson radical is still the largest ideal which contains no nonzero idempotents. Ž .
CONDITIONS EQUIVALENT TO LIFT IDEMPOTENTS
x a x g I there exists a von Neumann regular element u g A such that u y x g I . This enables us to give the next definitions: An
is called left idempotent-lifting if idempotents can
Ä 4 be lifted modulo any left ideal of A, and for any g q, y we say that A is left regular-lifting if the regular elements can be lifted modulo any left ideal of A . Analogously, these concepts can be defined for the right-hand side.
Throughout, for the sake of simplicity, Id will denote the unit element Ä 4 of the ring R for i g 1, 2 .
ii
be an associati¨e pair and g Ä 4 q, y . Then the following conditions are equi¨alent:
A is left regular-lifting.
Ž . y y
ii For all x g A and a g A there exists a regular element
, where
iii For all x g A and a g A there exist a regular element
ii Ž . y y iv For all x g A and a g A there exists a regular element
The proof is straightforward.
Ž .
Ž .
ii « iii Take a regular element u g A such that
Ž . iii « iv Let u and ␤ be the elements given in iii . Then
Ž . iv « ii Let u s ␣ x be the regular element given in iv and
² y : 
ii and analogously we work for s y.
In a similar way we can also prove that a pair A is left idempotent-lifting if and only if A y is left regular-lifting and that the left᎐right analogs of all the results below are true, and hence we can conclude the following: Ž . ring ␣ R ␣ resp. ␣ R ␣ is idempotent-lifting.
22
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of nonzero summands q y Ž q y . of ␣ : If ␣ s a a and ␣␥␣ g ␣ R ␣, consider the element x , x s 11 Ž q y . Ž q y .
a , a ␣␥␣ g A and take an idempotent e , e such that e s x q Ž ² y :.
q y
x y x x x . Then ␣ e e g ␣ R ␣␥␣ is an idempotent such that i 11 q y Ž .
q y ␣ y ␣ e e g ␣ R ␣ ␣ y ␣␥␣ . Suppose now that ␣ s a a The following proposition will allow us to show that the class of idempotent-lifting pairs contains all semiregular and therefore all semiperfect associative pairs. 
where
and hence, f q ␥ is a regular element. On the other hand, q ² q y q :
Ž .
So,
11
Ž . which implies that A is idempotent-lifting by Proposition 1 iii . 
Proof. If I , I is an ideal of A containing no nonzero idempotents Ä 4 then I does not contain regular elements for any g q, y , and it suffices to apply Proposition 16.
Ž .
Observe that Rad A cannot be characterized as the largest right left ideal of an idempotent-lifting pair A which contains no nonzero idempo-Ž q y . tents, as, for example, J , A can contain no nonzero idempotents. 
Ž . i i i i
This concludes the proof. 
